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So also Molinos,
" Annihilation to be perfect, should extend to the judgments, actions,
inclination!, desires, thoughts, to tM the substance of fife/*

AndMalaval,
"We mnst think of nothing and desire nothing for at long a time a*
possible."

And again Quyon,
" This divine life becomes natural to the souL As the sonl no longer feeli.
•ees or knows itself, it sees nothing of God, understands nothing, distin-
guishes nothing. There is no longer lore, light, or knowledge."

" Thus," proceeds the Author, commenting on these errors, " a type of con-
templation which had so largely contributed to the sanctification if the
companions of St. Cb-aital was perverted into a system of psychic inertia."
And having found in mental inertia the root of the evil he proceeds to find
here also a characteristic feature of current non-Catholic systems generally.
" We have not only our Quietest* to-day," he says, " but we have this in-
duced passivity, this psychic kenosis, as part and parcel of processes
employed by spiritists, faith healers, Christian Scientists, New Thought
folk, indeed of ail seekers after the psychic Beyond who are unwilling to be
simple, humble, and obedient They look to find the Beyond »nd they find
themselves, to their own destruction."

A touch of the lustiness of the official ecclesiastic is, we are afraid,
inseparable from the tone of this whole book. But it would be a pity to
let this or any other adventitious feature conceal from us the importance
of the task of distinguishing true and false in just the region where the
author is trying to distinguish them. It is fairly plain that theie is a good
mysticism and a bad, however unlikely it is that any one body of people
should have a monopoly of the former. But has our Author got hold of
the distinction ? It is possible that he has. If so, it is highly unlikely to
prove in the end to be a line of distinction between sect and sect of
mystics, as he thinks, but simply one between the mysticism which is truly
religious and that which is not. a line of distinction falling within all the
secta. If this point can be made, then much interest attaches to the
author's religious standpoint. All recipes for the treatment of the soul,
whether derived via St. Ignatious or via Freud, would appear to be double-
edged weapons, capable of the basest uses as well as the beat; and the only
guarantee against their detrimental use would seem to lie in the circum-
stance that these powers are recognised as being derived from something
which is, in some benso, as our Author inmatal beyond psychology. We
should at least have the assent of this Author to the view that oil psycho-
logical medicine uiuut in the last resort be religious; that that which
places such instruments as its in the discoverer's hands, must itself power-
fully control the discoverer's will, if the discovery is not ultimately to do
harm.

J. W. Scon.

The Psycholoyij of Functional Neuroiet. By H. L. HomifawoBTH,
Associate Professor of Psychology in Columbia University. New
York: D. Appleton & Co., 1920. Pp. xiv + 260. No price given.

This book is based on experience gained by the author at U.S.A. General
Hospital No. 30 during the latter part of the war. This hospital was
devoted exclusively to persistent psychoneurotic cases, of which about
1200 consecutive examples were closely studied. Prof. Hollingworth is
not a medical man and was not concerned with the treatment of patients.
His function as Director of the Hospital Psychological Service seems to
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have been to organise a systematic study of patients by means of intelli-
gence testa and analogous methods. The Urge number of cases available
Tor obeerration has enabled him to collect a maw of statistical material
which cannot fail to be of interact and value to students of the subject.
Moreover, as he justly observes, the declaration of the armistice about
midway in the oourse of the investigation "constituted, on a wholesale
scale entirely unanticipated, a maenifinnnt experiment in psychotherapy.
The therapeutic effects of thi» event were not only observed in the casual
wajfio frequently reported, but quantitative measure waa secured of the
differential effects in the ease of the various diagnostic groups."

It is not possible even to snmmariae here the statistical results obtained,
which occupy some thirty tables in the book, but it is probable that few
more comprehensive surveys of the intelligence and mental age of different
types of psyohoneuTotio have been made, if, indeed, the present data have
any parallel at all Of considerable interest also is the chapter devoted
to "Irregularity of Profile " in which it is made clear that paychoneurotics
give test performances which are clearly distinguishable from those of
mentally deficient persons, even although the mean score for a number of
tests is the same in each olaas. Whereas the mentally deficient show low
performance* all round, the psychoneurotics produce the same mean result
by scoring abnormally low in some testa and quite high in others. They
show, in fact, a high degree of ' scattering' and the average deviation of

'their scores from the median is much greater than for mental defectives.
In this way it is possible to arrange types of disorder in a series of which
-each number approximate!! more closely to all-round mental deficiency
type. The order given by Prof. Hollingworth is: Hysteria, Epilepsy,
Concussion, Neurasthenia, Psychoneurosis, Constitutional Psychopathy,
Mental Deficiency. Provided that we can be quite sure just what we
mean by these diagnostic terms it seems as if this method of research
might well prove fruitful.

Enough has been said to show that the book contains plenty of facts
for the student of functional disorders, and it i> necessary to pay some
attention to the earlier and more theoretical chapters. These, it must
be oonfeased, are less satisfactory than those just dealt with. Prof.
HoUingworth rightly deplores the tendency observable in some quarters
to take refuge in technical jargon instead of attempting to give true
explanations of phenomena. He deprecates, not wholly unjustly perhaps,
the use of such word* or phrases as ' symbolism,'' regression,'' transfer of
libido,' ' siphoning of affects,' etc., and proposes to substitute the concept
of 'redintegration'—a -term borrowed from W»mjlt<"i and slightly
modified to suit modern psychological thought. By this term is meant
the tendency of a sitigle repeated element of a former complex situation
to evoke in a peychoneurotic the whole complex reaction which originally
corresponded to that situation; as, for fiwtawm. when the hmgjwg of a
door causes a patient to react in every respect as he did In a battle-
situation of which shell and gun explosions were one feature. This
mechanism is, he thinks, adequate to bear the whole weight of ex-
planation in the realm of the paychoneuroees, but this optimistio view
will scarcely be shared by psychologists in general. To say that a singl*
element lend* to recall the whole of which it once formed a part and to
evoke the corresponding complex reaction is a truism which amounts to
no more than a re-statement of the I«w of Association ; it does not in
any way explain why, in substantially iAmtK î aituatiosa, one man »H<MIM
become paralysed; another mute, n third deaf, and a foarth blind, although
it makes it easy to understand why, when partially recovered, each should
relapse into his own form of derangement for the same apparently
inarfeqxtate cause. Apart from these and similar criticisms which seem
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fatal to the oonoeption as an explanatory hypothesis, there is nothing to
b« laid against the way in which the idea is worked out, and the chapter on
the Levels of Redintegration Response is not uninteresting from the
point of view of general psychology.

It is however far the facts rather than for the theories to be found in it
that tie book will be helpful

W. WHATELY SMITH.

Military Psychiatry in Peace aad War. By C. STAHTOBD BKAD, M.D.
(Lond.). With two charts. London: Lewis & Co., 1920. Pp. vi,
168.

Of tiie many psychological books resulting from the War, this is one of
the best; for the writer is fully equipped in normal and morbid psy-
chology ; he has had charge of neurological wards and has visited all the
war mental hospitals in France and Great Britain. The book is at once a
contribution to the positive study of insanity and an important com-
mentary on the " psychogenioorigin" of the pjychoses. "Those who take-
up an essentially materialistio standpoint see the essential factors in the
toxins prodnoed by disease and exhaustion, in the inhalAtions of noxious
gases, in the-effects of direct or indirect concussion brought about by
high explosives. Others believe that the main bulk of the psychoses are
psychogenio in origin and look to mental oonfliot as the great factor to
study. I hold this latter view-point and shall endeavour to show that
this is as true in the psychoses of war as it U of peace " (p. 25). Dr. Read
first analyses the psychology of the soldier. The chapter is an illuminat-
ing practical application of Freudian views." He comment** on the con-
fusions due to the failure of the academic alienists of the past to
distinguish between the insanities proper and the psycho-neuroses.
" Before the Commission which sat to enquire into the recruiting problem,
in the evidence given by the military authorities, the opinion was freely
expressed that if a man was fit enough to do any form of work in civil
life, he was fit to do that work in the army. Never was there a greater
fallacy. Large numbers of cases which have been returned from oversea*
with psychopathic symptoms freely illustrate the falsity of this statement.
The mental factor has not had anything like the consideration it should
have received " (p. 24). These ideas are applied in detail to leading forms
of insanity, for example, dementia prsecox, paranoid states, confusional
states, manio depressive states, mental deficiency, alooholio psychoses,
epilepsy and epileptdo psychoses, psycho-neurotic disorders, malingering,
suicide—all as affected by wax conditions. The book is well documented
from other researches From every point of view, it deserves to be placed
among the best handbooks of psychiatry.

W. L. M.

Ptyehologie dt VEnfant et P&agogit ExpdrimentaU. By Dr. ED-
CLAPAB£DB, Professor of Geneva University. Eighth edition, with
a complementary preface. Geneva : Kondig, 1920. Pp. 1 + 570.

This new edition of Claparede's well-known work on educational psychology
contains an introduction of considerable length in which the author en-
deavours to define clearly his attitude towards his subject. He urges that
education must be established upon a scientific basis which takes " know-
ledge of the child" for a starting-point. Hitherto emphasis has been
laid upon the subject taught rather than upon the child to whom it is
taught Thus we discuss whether education should be classical, scientific
or vocational, and ignore the most important consideration of all, t.e , that
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